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ABSTRACT
In recent years, RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) provides
high performance data transmission for Data center (DC). RoCE has
excellent performance in lossless network, but when the network
environment is unstable, the transmission performance of RoCE
will decline rapidly. This paper proposes a DC network transmis-
sion technology based on network awareness. By monitoring the
network status, the network status can be updated in real time. The
transmission mechanism can be adjusted dynamically. In order to
support the transmission in harsh environment, this paper con-
structs DC-TCP transmission based on Data Plane Development
Kit (DPDK) TCP and DC-RoCE transmission based on RoCE, and
designs a high-performance DC-TCP / DC-RoCE fusion technol-
ogy framework. The simulation results show that the DC network
transmission technology based on network awareness significantly
improves the transmission capacity of the DC in complex environ-
ment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With development of Internet, technologies such as big data, AI, and
distributed computing have gradually matured. DC transmission
has rapidly increased [1] [2] [3]. The main transmission technolo-
gies of the DC are DPDK-TCP and RoCE [4Edsall,] [5] [6]. TCP uses
reactive congestion processing and cannot cope with burst traffic.
DPDK-TCP is implement by high-performance software, with flexi-
ble mechanism and powerful functions, but high CPU usage [7] [8]
[9]. RoCE is implemented through hardware, with simple functions,
needs to be based on a lossless Ethernet network, and requires a
good network environment. Once the lossless Ethernet is saturated,
the performance will be greatly reduced, but the CPU occupancy
rate is low [10] [11] [12]. No matter which method is adopted, it is
unable to provide high-performance transmission in the DC under
the complex network environment [13] [14] [15].

In response to the above problems, this paper proposes a DC net-
work transmission technology based on network Awareness. This
technology monitors network conditions, dynamically schedules
DC communication resources, evolves the original communication
protocol, integrates the advantages of multiple communication re-
sources, and guarantees the communication quality of the DC in a
complex network environment.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3487075.3487153
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Table 1: DPDK-TCP VS RoCE Table

Features DPDK-TCP RoCE

Technical means Software
(flexible)

Hardware
(fixed)

Communication
processing delay

middle Low

Congestion handling
mode

Reaction Lossless
Ethernet

Burst traffic processing
capability

Slower
response
Long delay

faster response
Slow delay

CPU usage High Low
Flow control granularity Stream Port or priority

Performance when
network overload

excellent Poor

2 DC TRANSMISSION ARCHITECTURE
BASED ON NETWORK AWARENESS

2.1 Technical Characteristics of DPDK-TCP
and RoCE

The main work of this paper is to combine DPDK-TCP and RoCE,
dynamically respond to complex network environment changes,
and improve DC network environment adaptability. The main char-
acteristics of the two include: technical means, communication pro-
cessing delay, congestion handling mode, burst traffic processing
capability, CPU usage, flow control granularity, and performance
when network overload [16] [17] [18].

From the above table 1, both DPDK-TCP and RoCE have short-
comings. It is necessary to combine the advantages of them in order
to release the cluster computing power of the DC.

2.2 Design of Data Center Transmission
Architecture Based on Network Awareness

This paper designs data center transmission technology based on
network state awareness. The technical framework model is as
follows:

From the above figure 1, the technical architecture involves the
network, data transmission layer, data processing layer, and ap-
plication layer. The core of the research is the data transmission
layer, and it is built on a hybrid network of lossless Ethernet and
lossy Ethernet. The data transmission layer adopts data center
network transmission technology based on network awareness,
which mainly includes DC-TCP, DC-RoCE, network state aware-
ness, network transmission scheduling, and network transmission
migration.

As shown in figure 2, network status awareness is to aware
changes in network status by monitoring network indicators. Net-
work transmission scheduling schedules corresponding transmis-
sion methods to different streams. Through buffer migration, trans-
mission parameters (such as: congestion window) inheritance and
other functions to realize network transmission migration. In order
to support the above functions, DC-TCP and DC-RoCE are evolving
on DPDK-TCP and RoCE.

Figure 1: Figure of Technical Framework Model.

Figure 2: Figure of Mode Handover Model.

Figure 3: Figure of DPDK-TCP Evolution.

(1) DC DPDK-TCP evolution
As shown in figure 3, DC-TCP is a DPDK-TCP evolution tech-

nology. On the basis of DPDK-TCP, DC-TCP adds functions such
as TCP network status monitoring, handover DC-RoCE, context
inheritance, and shared cache.
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Figure 4: Figure of RoCE Evolution.

Table 2: Lossless VS Lossy Network Congestion Table

State Lossless Lossy

No congestion No need for flow
control

No need for flow
control

congestion Pause sending Loss

(2) DC RoCE evolution
As shown in figure 4, DC-RoCE is a RoCE evolution technology.

On the basis of RoCE, DC-RoCE adds functions such as TCP network
status monitoring, RoCE Handover, context inheritance, and shared
cache.

3 DC NETWORK TRANSMISSION STATUS
AWARENESS

The network transmission status awareness determines the net-
work transmission mode. The awareness result should give full
advantages of different transmission modes. The high efficiency
of RoCE in a non-congested network environment, and the flow
control ability of TCP in a congested environment. Awareness in-
dicators need to fully reflect the state of the network, and at the
same time have both the efficiency and convenience of indicator
collection.

3.1 Analysis of Complex Heterogeneous
Ethernet Network Status

Ethernet is divided into lossy and lossless. Loss will cause packet
loss when congested, and lossless will initiate back-pressure to
suspend Ethernet port transmission. Both types of networks have
congestion status, but the congestion handling is different. The
comparison table is as follows in table 2

Both lossless and lossy Ethernet do not need flow control in a
non-congested state. In this state, RoCE without slow start is more
efficient. Congestion can be divided into two types: burst traffic
congestion and long-term overload.

(1) Burst traffic congestion
Burst traffic congestion refers to short-term large traffic, but

long-term overall traffic is not large. When a short burst of traffic is
congested, the data center should use RoCE communication. RoCE
has a high response speed and low CPU usage. Although perfor-
mance will be significantly reduced during short-term congestion,
as long as sudden congestion does not cause overall performance
degradation, RoCE should continue to be used. The switch between
RoCE and TCP has a certain cost, and frequent switch should be
avoided.

(2) Long-term overload
When the overall traffic exceeds the network load for a long time,

the DC should use TCP communication. At this time, due to the
coarser granularity of RoCE flow control, there are problems such
as deadlock, low efficiency of Back-to-N, and low communication
efficiency. TCP is reactive congestion processing. When there is a
long-term bottleneck in the intermediate node, it has high efficiency
and should be switched to using TCP to transmit data.

(3) Judgment of burst traffic and long-term overload
Burst traffic and long-term overload are not a strictly distin-

guished state. The two states need to be judged based on the better
performance of RoCE and TCP communication modes. Generally,
after RoCE exceeds a certain rate, the performance will drop rapidly,
but TCP can be dynamically adjusted to steadily use the network
bandwidth to saturation. Therefore, the two states can be judged by
comparing the network bandwidth when RoCE does not encounter
back-pressure with the current network bandwidth.

3.2 TCP Network State Awareness
TCP meets the two necessary conditions of sufficient network and
short-distance network to handover RoCE.

(1) Sufficient network
When the actual sending speed of TCP has not increased for a

long time and no packet loss occurs, you can switch to RoCE. TCP
continues to be unable to send to the network saturation state, use
the following formula to judge:

sp < cwnd (1)

(2) Short-distance network
The short distance of the network is a prerequisite for RoCE to

have advantages. Too far network distance means that the network
is unstable. RTT is an important indicator for identifying short-
distance networks. Short RTT is an important prerequisite for short-
distance networks. When the RTT is too large, it can be inferred
that the network is at a remote end or the network status is very
poor, and RoCE transmission should not be used. The short-distance
network is judged by the following formula:

rtt < nt (2)

Where, rtt is the return time of the sent data, and nt is the
constant for short distance judgment. If the inequality is true, it is
a short-distance network, otherwise it is a long-distance network.

3.3 RoCE Network State Awareness
When the network no longer adapts to RoCE, it should switch to
TCP. The details are as follows:

• Packet loss occurs in RoCE operation
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Figure 5: Figure of RoCE Switching TCP.

The packet loss of RoCE means that the overall performance of
RoCE has been overloaded, and the transmission method needs to
be adjusted. RoCE packet loss usually occurs when the network is
severely congested.

• RTT is significantly prolonged

Since it may be a short burst traffic, it cannot be judged by
instantaneous RTT, but should evaluate the long-term pressure of
the overall network.

• Receive ECN

When the ECN is received, it indicates that the RoCE receiving
end finds packet loss, which also means that network congestion
occurs in the closer part of the receiving end.

• High-frequency back-pressure appears

Back pressure means that there is congestion close to the RoCE
sender. Low-frequency back pressure may be caused by burst traffic.
If high-frequency back-pressure occurs, you need to switch to TCP.

4 DC NETWORK TRANSMISSION MODE
HANDOVER

It is a simple way to directly close the current connection and
re-establish a new connection to switch the transmission mode.
However, TCP slow start takes a long time, which seriously affects
efficiency. The connection of reestablishing should not be closed.
Instead, the current network status should be used to evaluate the
parameters of the new connection method. At the same time, the
existing cache is migrated to the new transmission mode cache.

As shown in the above figure 5, handover evolution of DC-RoCE
toDC-TCP. The new handovermethod reduces unnecessary retrans-
missions and TCP slow start, and improves handover performance.

As shown in the above figure 6, handover evolution of DC-TCP
to DC-RoCE. The new handover method reduces unnecessary re-
transmissions and RoCE initialization, and improves handover per-
formance.

Figure 6: Figure of TCP Switching RoCE.

The DC-TCP context includes: congestion window, congestion
parameter, RTT, RTT change rate, TCP buffer, local SN number, peer
SN number, etc. The DC-RoCE context includes: RTT, ECN, RTT
fluctuation, RoCE bandwidth, RoCE cache, local RoCE number, peer
RoCE number, etc. During the switching process, these states need
to be one-to-one correspondence with the context, and a suitable
correspondence and conversion method must be found, so that
the parameters after the switch are more in line with the current
network state, and the performance consumption of restarting is
avoided.

4.1 DC-RoCE Switching DC-TCP Process
To switch between DC-RoCE and DC-TCP, the status of DC-TCP
must be evaluated through RoCE status, and the corresponding con-
text should be transformed and migrated. The steps of the handover
process are as follows:

• The DC-RoCE middleware monitors RoCE end-to-end flow
control indicators.

• When the flow control index reaches the switching threshold,
initiate the switching process from DC-RoCE to DC-TCP.

• Switch all streams with the same priority end-to-end to DC-
TCP.

• DC-RoCE switches the corresponding context to DC-TCP.
• Convert and migrate the DC-RoCE context to DC-TCP.

4.2 DC-TCP Switching DC-RoCE Process
To switch between DC-TCP and DC-RoCE, the status of DC- RoCE
must be evaluated DC-TCP through status, and the correspond-
ing context should be transformed and migrated. The steps of the
handover process are as follows:

• DC-TCP middleware monitors DC-TCP end-to-end flow con-
trol indicators.

• When the flow control index reaches the switching threshold,
initiate the switching process from DC-TCP to DC-RoCE.
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Table 3: Initialize the Connection Algorithm

NO. Initialize the connection algorithm

1 The system allocates DC-TCP and DC-RoCE
exclusive resources

2 Server test whether it supports DC-RoCE
3 IF support
4 Use DC-RoCE connection
5 IF RTT of DC-RoCE exceeds constant A
6 Disconnect, use DC-TCP connection
7 ELSE
8 Use DC-RoCE connection
9 ELSE
10 Use DC-TCP connection

Table 4: DC-RoCE State Switching Algorithm

NO. DC-RoCE state switching algorithm

1 IF The receiving end receives ECN frequency higher
than constant A

2 Switch to DC-TCP
3 IF Back-pressure frequency is higher than constant B
4 Switch to DC-TCP
5 IF The increase in RTT exceeds the constant C
6 Switch to DC-TCP
7 IF The overall load exceeds the capacity multiplied by

the constant D
8 Switch to DC-TCP

• Switch all streams with the same priority from end to end
to DC-RoCE.

• DC-TCP switches the corresponding context to DC-RoCE.
• Convert and migrate the DC-TCP context to DC-RoCE.

5 NETWORK STATE DRIVEN TRANSMISSION
MODE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

(1) Initialize the connection algorithm
The network transmission initialization algorithm is shown in the
following table 3

(2) DC-RoCE state switching algorithm
DC-RoCE state switching algorithm is shown in the following

table 4
(3) DC-TCP state switching algorithm
DC- TCP state switching algorithm is shown in the following

table 5

6 SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The simulation experiment (Discrete event simulation) simulates
and compares DC latency, bandwidth, and CPU usage in three net-
work environments: good, medium, and bad. In the medium and bad
network environment, there are both network congestion and non-
congestion. The simulation experiment uses three communication

Table 5: DC-TCP State Switching Algorithm

NO. DC-TCP state switching algorithm

1 IF Did not receive duplicate ACK for a long time
2 Switch to DC-RoCE
3 IF Long time congestion sliding window not reaching

limit
4 Switch to DC-RoCE

Figure 7: Figure of Total Delay (Unit: Milliseconds).

Figure 8: Figure of Average Bandwidth (Unit: Gb/s).

methods: RoCE, data center transmission based on network aware-
ness, and TCP. In order to simplify the expression, MIX is used to
represent data center transmission based on network awareness.

As shown in the above figure 7, when the network environment
is good, the RoCE and MIX delays are similar and significantly
shorter than TCP; when the network environment is medium, the
MIX delays are the shortest; when the network environment is bad,
the MIX and TCP delays are similar and significantly shorter In
RoCE. Note that in the medium environment, MIX combines the
advantages of the two transmissions and performs best.

As shown in the above figure 8, when the network environment
is good, the three methods are all excellent; when the network
environment is bad, the bandwidth of MIX and TCP is similar, and
it is significantly larger than RoCE.
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Figure 9: Figure of Average CPU Usage (Unit: Percent).

Table 6: ABBREVIATIONS TABLE

Abbreviations Definitions

DC Data center
RoCE RDMA over Converged Ethernet
DPDK Data Plane Development Kit

As shown in the above figure 9, when the network environment
is good, the RoCE and MIX CPU usage are similar and significantly
shorter than TCP; when the network environment is medium, the
MIX CPU usage is medium; when the network environment is
bad, the MIX CPU usage is medium. The CPU usage of MIX is
significantly lower than that of TCP, the same as RoCE or higher
than RoCE.

In summary, when the network environment is good, RoCE
latency, bandwidth, and CPU usage are all excellent. However,
when the network environment is poor, RoCE delay and bandwidth
become the worst and cannot be used normally. MIX delay and
bandwidth are better than RoCE, and the performance is similar to
TCP, but it has a lower CPU usage than TCP. When the network
environment is medium, RoCE delay and bandwidth is the worst
and cannot be used normally. MIX combines the advantages of two
transmissions in one with the lowest delay, and the CPU usage is
much lower than TCP, and its performance is close to that of TCP,
Higher than RoCE.

7 CONCLUSION
By studying the pain points of DC transmission, this paper proposes
a DC high-performance network transmission technology based
on network awareness. Simulation experiments have verified that
the new technology has the characteristics of low latency, high

bandwidth, and low CPU (compared to TCP) usage in a complex
network environment. The next work will shift to the conversion of
new technologies into engineering practices and the development
of related commercial software and hardware.
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